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By Irene N Watts

Tundra Books, Canada, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. New.. 190 x 129 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Thirteen-year-old Katie is an unwilling summer guest in the Victorian
home of her Halifax grandparents. All she wants to do is stay in her attic bedroom and brood.
Disgruntled over her new stepmother s pregnancy and how a baby might affect her life, Katie takes
refuge in her dreams of playing the part of the disagreeable orphan Mary Lennox in the upcoming
school production of The Secret Garden. When Katie sees a shadow on her bedroom wall of an old-
fashioned girl holding a flower, she tries to convince herself it is caused by moonlight. But the girl
reappears and shares her life with Katie, reaching across the years to her. Is she a ghost? As Katie
searches for some tangible evidence of the girl s presence, she discovers a package of letters from
World War I containing clues to a bygone time when British orphans were sent to Canada as Home
Children. In this haunting journey of a young girl looking for answers and an orphan girl from the
past who tries to provide them, award-winning novelist Irene N. Watts uncovers...
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Basically no terms to clarify. It can be writter in basic terms instead of di icult to understand. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a
composed publication.
-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV

These kinds of pdf is the greatest ebook readily available. This really is for those who statte that there had not been a worthy of looking at. Your daily life
period will be change when you comprehensive looking over this pdf.
-- Dock Hodkiewicz-- Dock Hodkiewicz
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